Envision an FDA-ready manufacturing future
Production Controls for life science.

Our experts are here
to help you solve key
challenges such as:

As the biopharmaceutical industry evolves its processes, expedites
approvals, and broadens delivery models, FDA-regulated organizations
must be confident in the technology that is automating their operations.
Whether collaborating with trial sites, CROs, CDMOs, 3Pls, working
through peer reviews, or other partnerships, or simply managing
internal operations, having the production controls in place that help
ensure passing an FDA audit are critical to every biotech, pharma, and
medical device organization's success.

• Weighing and

In this new reality, how do you envision the future state of your
organization? Build your transformation strategy with Microsoft
Catalyst, a proven and powerful approach to innovation.

dispensing

• Finished product

Let’s ideate together

quality testing and
release

As part of Catalyst, meet with our experts and run an envisioning
workshop, where we can ideate together using design led thinking
concepts and jointly define how to enable the digital
transformation of your organization.

• Electronic batch
record report

This one-day briefing starts with a review of your business
objectives, followed by mutual discovery and visualization of
solutions, ending with a clear, actionable picture of how we can
help you reach your business goals.

• Finished product
labeling

• Collaboration with

CMOs, CDMOs, CROs

How Merit Solutions can help
Merit Solutions provides start-up, pre-clinical, pre-commercial,
and commercial biotech, pharma, and medical device companies with the
operations and controlled collaboration solutions they need to accelerate
growth and maintain FDA compliance in a secure, compliant,
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true root cause
Drive change and business growth in your organization
Translate insights into actionable outcomes
Practice innovative thinking and creative problem solving
Co-define and co-design solutions to prototype and test

Production Controls

What is Microsoft Catalyst?
Build, plan, and execute business transformation strategies with a proven, innovative approach from
Microsoft Catalyst—an envisioning and planning program that employs Microsoft Dynamics 365, the
Microsoft Power Platform, and the Microsoft Cloud. Your business transformation starts with an I.D.E.A.
Start by finding the transformation strategy that’s right for you. Define and prioritize your strategy using
development activities, then foster ideation and drive decision making with an envisioning workshop.
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Imagine a future
state solution for
your business

Discover what’s
possible by aligning
technology investments
to business goals

Empower others in
your organization to
see the value

Achieve business
outcomes and improved
customer experiences
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For more information visit: https://dynamics.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-catalyst/

We power the pioneers who are changing lives.
Merit for Life Science advances the finance and operations (ERP) capabilities of Microsoft Dynamics 365 to deliver an
industry-tailored solution that meets the rigorous requirements of biotech, pharma, and medical device organizations,

including quality, procurement, materials management, production, and compliance. With Merit for Life Science,
regulated manufacturers can drive increased process efficiencies, ready for and support rapid growth, and drive
valuation while maintaining FDA CFR 21 part 11 and part 211, EMA Annex 11, and other country-specific regulatory
compliance. With our experienced implementation and consulting team, you gain an ERP partner who understands the

complex operational, manufacturing, and compliance challenges facing your organization.

Get Started

Request an envisioning workshop today!
Call (630) 614 7133 or email catalyst@meritsolutions.com.

